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USE OF OOBINATION FEEDS AS FILTER AIJJ$ 
IN THE SEARÍTION AND RECOVERY OP YEAST 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the long present and still current Indus- 

trial problems of the Pacifia Northwest is the (lisposal of 

waste sulfite liquors. At the present time most of these 

waste liquorsare being durnpe Into the nearest avalIRbie 

waterways by the paper mills concerned. However, ue to 

resulting pollution or these waterways and arnage to the 

fjsrìth industry, the pulp And paper mills are being co- 

pelled currently by 1eislatIon and public Indignation to 

stck other means of waste liquor disposal (20, p.966-71). 

An average analysis of these sulfite waste liquors shows 11 

to lí o± dissolved materials Including 2 to 2.5% sugars 

(12, p.35-6; 16, p.109). 

Since more than 5O of the original wood from 

the pulping process together with the chemicals used to 

convert the wood to pulp is present in the waste liquors, 

the chemical utilization of these waste liquors for their 

potential raw material value appears to be the only economi- 

cal method of disposal. Recovery of the lignin for use In 

the manufacture of plastics and allied products and the 

production of alcohol and fodder yeasts fror the sulfite 

liquors are being practiced eperiientaliy as steps In this 

direction. 

It le estimated that 60,000 to 75,000 tons of 
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Thdder yeast could be proauioe frrn sulfite liquore 

annually L the Pacific Northwest alone (19, p.1). Although 

there are many r'ports in the literature or the experimental 

production of fodder yeast from the waste sulfite liquors, 

data on the methods of searation of the yeast from the 

liquors are limited to the mention of centrifuging for 

separating the yeast (3, p.603-5; 4, p.13-15; 8, p.123; 9, 

p.204-7). This thesis is concerned wIth a study of the 

separation of yeast from suspension by vacuum filtration. 
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MATT TALS 

Filtration of yeast directly through filter paper 
or filter cloth is greatly slowed by the irmiiediate sliming 

of the paper or cloth. This and the difficulty in washing 

the yeast slime from the filter medium makes necessary the 
use of filter aids. The use of filter aids in similar 
casos in the sugar refining industry has been found to in- 
crease the filtration rates by as much as 800% (lO, p.52]- 

4). Since the filter aids cannot be removed readily from 
the yeast after filtration, filter aids were selected for 
this study which need not be separated from the fodder 

yeast. 
Possible filter aids include ground stem or leaf 

alfalfa meal, bone meal, ground beet pulp, oat hulls, wood 

flour, fruit pulp, or any non-glutinous edible material. 
Of these, only the ground stem alfalfa meal, bone meal, and 

ground beet pulp were tested (Appendix A, p.38). Oat hulls 
are not available in quantity at the present time, wood 

flour is too expensive and not readily digestible; and the 
fruit pulp is not being produced in quantity(a). 

------------------ - e e a 

(a) Per Mr. Robert Ridgley, head of the Cannery Division 
of the Apple Growers Association, Hood River, Oregon, the 
current production of fruit pulp at that cannery amounts 
to only about 60 tons per annum, There is very little 
additionel fruit pulp available from other canneries in 
the Pacific Northwest. 
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Since the typos of yeast being groi currently 

in waste sulfite liquors were not obtairable in sufficient 

quantity for testing, all filtration experiments were con- 

ducted using ordinary Fleischmann's yeast. 

Fleischmann's roast (Sacchromyces cerevisiae) 

cells occur singly or in pairs, the individual cells meas- 

uring 4 to 7 microns by 6 to 12 microns (22, p.51). 

Cells of the type of yeast usually grown in 

waste sulfite liquors (Torula Utilis) occur singly or in 

pairs also although they aro sometimes found in large clus- 

ters. Individual cells of this type measure 3 to 5.5 mi- 

crons by 5 to 9 microns (11, p.144). 



APFAFQTUS 

During the course of this research, four types and 

modifications of equipment were used. These were as listed 

below t 

APPARATUS I: The first apparatus used for test runs numbers 

i to 44 inclusive oonsised of a Buohner funel connected to 

a filtrate collection bottle of approximately eleven litera 

capacity. À vacuum line C(lUippCd with a water trap end vac 

um gage %W1s also connected to the filtrate coliction 

bottle. Vacuum was provided by an aspirator on the labora- 
tory water line. 

APPANJTUS II: Di runs 45 to 50 inclusive, a 1000 cc. 

graduated cylinder was used as th filtrate coliecton bot- 

tie. The connection from tne Tuchner funnel passed through 

a two-way Stop000kC, one connection going to the graduated 
cy1iider, the other going to a 8rnaller collection flask for 

collecting the filtrate from the filter aid slurry or small 

portions of the yeast sispension filtrate. A vacuum line 

equipped ith a water tr..p and vacuum gage was connected 

directly to the graduated f lasc nd t'ouh a two-way stop- 
cock to the smaller collection flask. This two-way stop- 
cock prtnitted the relieving of the smaller flask separate- 

ly to the atmosphere thus permitting its removal during 

the run. A third connection to the gradted flask was 



equipped with a stopcock so that the vacuui 'ould be re- 

lieved readily at the coirpletion of the run. 

.A.PPARATUS XII: Th apparatus used in the majority of the 

tests (runs l to 140 inclusive) was as shown in Figure 1 

(page 7). This permitted the full vacuum to be applied to 

the Buchner funiel at any desired recorded tiìre. The 

apparatus also prm1ttd the rna1ntainin of a predetermined 

vacuum nd the easy collection of succeeding increments of 

the f iltrdte. 

APPARATUS IV: The final test (run number 141) was made 

using a laboratory rotary vacuum filter. (Identifiektion 

and dimensions are as listed in Appendix A, pa 9.) 

Auxiliary equipment used supplementing the 

Apparatus listed inc1ucei the following: 

1. Aspirator -- source of vacuum for Apparatus I, II, 

and III. 

2. (offee grinder -- useì t'or rinding feeds used &s 

filter aids. 

3. Rotap -- for screening tîe reeds to the proper size 

desired for filter aids (Screen sizes as listed in 

Appendix A, page 40.) 

4. Laboratory centrifuge -- used for et,rmining yeast 

concentrations in yeast susp ensions . (Centrifuge 

identification as listed in Appendix A, page 40.) 



Figure 1 



5. 'Qao'iurn pump -- source of vacuum for rotary vcu.um 

filter 



k'RO(EflUR1 

The initù&1 wor oonsstei of a study of the 

washing rates of various rttc1e sizes of each f the 
grornd stem alfalfa meal, bone meal, aM beet pulp as a 

possible means of evaluating their adaptability as filter 
ai(.s. 

. weighed amount 0±' feed screened to the desired 
size was mixed with 1000 cc of water. 'he filter aid 
slurry was 'then added to the Huchner funnel of Apparatus I 
to hich the vacuum line had been connected. The vacuum was 

built up s the cake formed. When abo'xt 650 cc. of filtrate 
had been collected a stream of water w allowed to flow 

into the funnel to maintain a constant liquid level. Thie to 

the higkì sensitivity to trbulerice of the cakes formed, it 
was necessary to suspew9 a watch glass in the funnel just 

below the liquid surface to prevent destruction of the cake. 

o attempt was made to collect the filtrate from the filter 

aid slurry and the wash water separately. The runs were 

Lerminated when the total filtrate sn- wash water collected 

a-nountcd to 10,000 oc. or t"ì rate of washing hecrne 

negligible. 
Having thus obtained comparative data on the 

washing rates for the types of filter aids being uzed, a 

yeast suspe siorì of l dry yeast by weIght was substituted 

10r the wash water. The filtrates fromthe filter aid 
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elurry and from the yeast suspension were collected 

together. 

To detrrnine the anount of yeast being lost 

through -the f±lter id and filter paper, a centrifuge 
clihration curve (Figure 3) of' yeast susperisio' concen- 

tratios was nreared. ast suspensIons of known yeast 
content were prøpar. and 15 cc. samples us1 in standard 

15 cc. centrifuge tubes. In order to obtain more repro- 

ducible results, all oentriuge ins were rde at full 

power for exactly 10 mInutes. 

The collection of the fIltrates from the filter 
aid slurry an the yeast susrerision tog'ther as described 
made it somewhat difficult to determine the amount of 
yeast lost since the amount present in the ooLbIned fil- 

trates was quite low. This difficulty was reduced by the 

use of Apparatus II which permitted the filtrates to he 

drawn off separately. Under -this procedure the filter aid 
cace was formed as before but the liquid level showed to 

fall until it touched the surface of the cake. The stopcock 

wa then turned so that the vacuum in the funnel was re- 
lieved. 'i.'he yeast suspension was then added to the funnel 

and the stopcock opened to apply the vacuum again but with 

the filtratebeing delivere3 to the larger collection flask. 

In addition to permitting the c:lleotion of the filtrates 

separately, this also permitted the maintaining of' a nearly 

const.nt vacuum throighot the entire period of filtration 
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of the yeast suspension. 

This method made possible a determination of the 

total amount of yeast lost during the total period of the 
run but gave no quantitative information on any change in 

the rate of loss of :reast. 

To obtain this information Apparatus ITI was con- 

structed (Figure 1, p.7). A weighed amount of filter aid 

materIal was mixed with approximately 100 cc. of water. 

This slurry was added to the funnel and the cake allowed to 

dry partially under full suction. The vacuum to the funnel 

was then relieved and the filtrate from the filter aid slur- 

ry removed. Then, after the yeast suspension had been added 

to the funnel ad the desired vacuum obtained in the collec- 

tion tubes, the stopcocks were opened to permit the filtra- 

tiori to proceed. When ono of the tubes was filled with fil- 

trate the stopcocks wore adjusted to deliver the filtrate 

to the next tube in turn. The time interval of collection 

of filtrato in each tubo was measured and at the completion 

of the rim the volume of filtrate in each tube was meas- 

ured. Samples of the filtrate were then tested by centri- 

fugin: for reast content. 
Several chan;os in the procedure used with Ap- 

paratus III were made. A study was made of the effect of 

boiling of the filter aid materials prior to forming the 

cake. Filter aid cakes were formed under a vacuum of loss 

than two inches of mercury with the removal of water being 
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stopped when the suprnatent liquid in the funnel just 

disappeared. with this 1attr proceure-mo41fiotion, 

three wighing3 of the funnel 'ere wie; 1) Funnel an 

îilter paper but no ke; 2) Funnel wIth moist filter aid 

cake; and 3 Puri.rLel with moist filter ai-yeast cake be- 

tora c&ce dried b suction. 

To runs were also made using a suspension of 

10% yeast in a renresentative 5Tflfl1C 0F' waste sulfite 

liquor from the Oregon Pulp and Paper o. , Salem, Oregon, 

to see if the solids in the waste liquor had an appreciable 

effect on filtration rates. The cake formed was weighed 

and then covered with water and subjected tD a vacuum of 

22.5 inches of mercury for 5 minutes. Te weight of the 

caie wis then redeterrnined. 

A sinçle run was made ori a laboratory rotnry 

filter. A thin slurry of boiled ground stem alfalfa filter 

aid was prepared. This slurry was poured into the drum 

tank and the rilter aid cake formen by rotating the drum 

while it was iinler vacuum. The doctor blade wa st to 

keep the cake of a uniform thickness. With the filter aid 

cake formed, the slurry was drained from the tank and re- 

placed by the yeast suspension. The actual filtration run 

was then made umer various conditions of vacuum arid quanti- 

ty of cake removal. 
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RESUIJI' S 

The study of the washing rates using ground stem 

alfalfa meal, beet pulp, and bone meal showed the following 

characteristics of those filter aid materials. 

A. Ground Stem Alfalfa Meal: 

1. 1Jad strong foaming tendencies producing a foam 

which was permanent in nature. Foam could be 

reduced by the addition of small amounts of 

mineral oil. 

2. Material comparatIvely easily wet by water so 

that the amount of agitation required for pre 

paring the alfalfa slurry was not excessive. 

3. The alfalfa was quite li;ht when wet so that up- 

wards of half the alfalfa in the slurry remained 

floating when the slurry was allowed to stand. 

4. The alfalfa formed a cake of approximately l 

inches In thickness per pound per square foot 

of filter area. 

5. Cakes formed from alfalfa smaller than lWmesh 

and from 100 to 150 mesh in particle size hold 

together on removal from tho funnel but crumbled 

when squeezed to remove additional water. Cakes 

from alfalfa of particles of 65 to 100 mesh or 

larger In size crumbled easily on removal from 
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the funnel. 

B. Beet Pulp: 

1. Had practically no foaminL. tendercy. 

2. Rate of wetting of niaterial by water cry rapid. 

3. Material settled quito rapidly necessitating 

agitation to maintain a uniform slUrry. 

4. The beet pulp formed a cake of approximately l 

inches in thickness por pound per square foot 

of filtor area. 

5. Cakes made up of' particles smaller than 150 mesh 

and 100 to 150 mesh held together when removed 
from the funnel and wadded. Cakes composed of 

larger particles crumbled readily. The formation 

cf cakes from beet pulp particles larger than 100 

mesh was also found to be very difficult due to 
the ease with which the cake was destroyed dur- 

ing the filtration process by a slight agitation 

of the slurry remaining in the funnel. 

C. Bone Meal: 

1. Ha a limited foaming tendency when the slurry 

was prepared. Tendency not troublesome however. 

2. Material very difficult to wet with water without 
the addition of special wetting agents. Boiling 

the water-bone meal mixture had little effect on 

the rate of wetting. The slurry may be prepared, 
however, with extensive agitation or shaking. 
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3. Material sett1s quite rapidly necessitating 

constant agitation to maintain a uniform 

slurry. 

4. The bone meal f orne a cake of pproxirately 

3/Sths ir.c±e5 in thickness per pounr per sqlAare 

foot 0±' f i1tr area. 

5. Oskes formed from partc1es of loo to 150 mesh 

or larger in size were spongy in character ue to 

tIne formation Df bub1ee in the cake curin the 

filtration. All c&ces f orme from hone meal were 

found to cr.irble easily upon removsl from the 

funnel. 

iíure 2 (p.16) shows trie ra[1e of volume of i1- 

trate plus wasn viater for alfali'a, beet pu1 and bone meal 

:tilter aids with prtioios snal1er than 150 mesi-i in size as 

compared t) the volume of water flowing through a filter 

paper ori WiiiOLl no filter aid cake had been iepoited. eased 

Oil tÎ tI.IIe required to collect ten liters of filtrate and 

wash wa1er, t?ie beet pulp appearec to be the best filter aid 

re'uiring only 5- to i tires as much time as required using 

tiie fIlter paper with no cake. In cornp;rison, tl1C grourd 

stein aLfalfa meal required approximate1y 14 to 16 times s 

long as required usiig the filter paper without cke. The 

bone meal reuire from 14 to 20 or more times as long as 

with the filter paper alone. 
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A similar comparison of the time requirements to 

collect lu liters of filtrate and wash water through filter 

cakes made up of different particle sizes was made. In each 

case it was found thL&t the flow rates were greatly in- 

creased by increasing the particle size from smaller than 

150 iesh to 100-150 mesh and that further increases in par- 
tide size, to 65-100 mesh and to 48-65 mesh progressively 

decreased the rate of flow. (Appendix B, p.dl.) 

With the f i1trition of yeast s1spensio'ìs, it was 

necessary to measure the yeast concentrations in the fil- 
trate. This could have been done by evaporating to dryness 

and weighing the residue. However, because of the time 

and labor requi1e, estimate of the amount of yeast 

in the filtrate was made using the centrifuge. Figure 3 

(p.18) shows the volume of yeast residue to he obtained 

from a 15 cc. sap1e of yeast susrension when the centriiu.ge 

used. is allowed to run for exactly 10 minutes under full 

power. Two separate calibrations were ma3 . e using two 

different centrifuges. The first curve, when extrapolated 

to zero yeast residue, did not show zero percent yeast in 

the slurry. This error was corrected by the calibration 

curve, igure 3, for the second centrifuge used. (Table II, 

Appendix B, p.43.) 

Attempts to filter a suspension of 1% dry yeast by 

weight using Apparatus I did not prove satisfactory because 

of the very slow filtration rates obtained. In adlition, 
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the filtrate was found to contain from 10 to 90 percent of 

the original yeast. 

The east used in these experiments contained 

70.43% moisture and 23.57 dry yeast as purchased. Moisture 

content was eterm1ned by weighing saiples in open cruclhies 

and drying for 18 hours in a constant temperature oven at 

103° (J (Table III, Appendix , p.44.) 

Repeated runs were made using both Apparatus I 

and II in which the anount, size, and type of filter aid 

material were varied and some runs in which part of the 

filter aid material was mixed into the yeast suspension. o 

appreciable improvement in the rate of filtration or 

decrease in the amount of yeast lost was obtained. 

In the initial r'ns "dth Apparatus ITT, the low 

rates were low and the yeast losses high, the Initial fil- 
trate saiìp1 containing from 0.04 to 0.88 percent yeast as 

compared to 1.00 percent yeast in the yeìst suspensIon being 

filtered. Variation in the amount of yeast lost was rrohahly 

dU to the type of filter aid used, sine of fIlter aid 

particles, amount of filter aid used, vacuum emp1o,ed, and 

the condition of the filter aid cake as formed. (Table IV, 

Appendix B, p.45.) 

Due to the relatively low filtration rates ob- 

tamed by varying particle size, type of material, and quan- 

tity of TDiterial up to this point, the suspension being 

Li1ter was changed from 1% by weight to 10% by weight of 
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yeasts The fil:ratlon rates, based on the quantity of 

original suspensioa, were not materially improved but the 

weight of the yeast recovere3 was increased. 

In runs 72 to 76 the yeast suspension was en- 

riohed with a weight of altalfa filter aid equal to the 

veight of the dry yeast in the suspension. This mixture 

was then boiled before filtering. The rate of filtration 

obtined was excessively slow, probably due i the yeast 

oeils being broken down under heating and the degraded cells 

clogging the filter paper. However, these tests showed 

quite conclisively tht the difficulties encountered 

previously when using the ground stem alfalfa neal as filter 

aid could be practically eliminated by boiling. The foaming 

tendency of the alfalfa and the loss of filter aid action 

due to excessive floating of the alfalfa was eliminated. On 

standing, all the alfalfa settled to the hotto. The rate 

of settling of the alfalfa was slow in comparison with the 

ground beet pulp thus making the amount of agitation re- 

quired to maintain a uniform slurry much less in the case 

of the boiled alfalfa slurries. 

tt the succeeding runs ground stem alfalfa meal 

was used as the filter aid material. The alfalfa slurries 

wore brought to a boil, cooled, and the alfalfa washed 

prior to forming the filter cake. The ground stein alfalfa 

meal was used in the hala:ioe of the runs in preference to 

the ground beet pulp or the bone meal because of the ease 



in maintaining uniform alfalfa 
formation and because the cake 

tendency to crumble. Although 

little importance in iuohner f 
very .i-portsnt when the rotary 
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slurries during the cake 

formed from alfalfa had less 
these properties were of 

mnel filtratIons, they were 

'i1tV Was U5. 
A time stdy was then made using 10% yeast 

suspensions fIltere under 24 inches of mercury vacuum 

for varying quantities of filter id cake made up of 

particles smaller than 150 mesh. The uchner funnel used 

had a c:ross-seotional area of 38.5 square centi'neters 
(0.0414 square feet). In a twenty minute period 20 grams 

(0.52 grans per square centimeter or 1.065 pounds per square 
foot of f liter ;rea) permittel the filtration of 146.6 grams 

(3.91 grarìs per square centimeter or 7.80 pounds per square 

foot of filter area) of yeast susnenslon. BoilIng the beet 
pulo prior to forming the filter cake reduced the amount of 

yeast suspension fIltered to 122.9 grams (3.28 Preme per 
square centimeter or (.54 pouMe per square foot of filter 

area). No apparent loss of yeast to the filtrate was en- 

co!rnterec In either of the above runs. 
An equal quantity of bone meal srna1lr than 150 

mesh in size permitted the filtration of 172.7 grams (4.60 

grams per square centImeter or 9.1 pounds per square foot 
of filter area) of yeast suspension in the twenty minutes 

with only a trace of yeast being observed in the suspension. 
Several tests with 20 grams of ground stem alfalfa 
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meal smaller than 150 mesh in size in 20 minutes permitted 

the filtration of from 133.6 to 165.1 grams of yeast suspen- 

sion (3.56 to 4.41 grams per square centimeter or 7.11 to 

8.79 pouMs per square foot of filter area) with not more 

than a trace of yeast passing to the filtrate. 

These tests showed that l'or the sane amount of 

filter aid material of the sa'e size the greatest amount 

of yeast suspension vas filterec usIng bone meal as the 

filter aid. Unboiled beet pulp falls in the sa'e range as 

the boiled ground stem a1fa1fE 'ieal. The least amount of 

suspension filtered was obtained with the boiled beet pulp. 

However, the sa.e difficulties were encountered 

here as previously: the beet pulp settled rapidly and 

formed a cake which was very sensitive to agitation; the 

bone meal remained very ifficu1t to wet with water and 

formed a cake about one-fourth as thick as an equal 

weight of alfalfa or beet pulp. 

A study was then made of the effeet of varying 

the amunt of filter aId used on the quantity of yeast sus- 

PeÏ1510fl filtered. In this study boiled ground stem alfalfa 

meal with particles smaller than 150 mesh was used to 

produce filter aid cakes of thr following amounts: 

a. 0.130 grams/cm.2 or 0.266 lbs./ft.2 

b. 0.260 grams/cm.2 or 0.532 lbs./ft.2 

C. 0.390 grams/cru.2 or 0.798 lbs./ft.2 

d. 0.520 gras/cm.2 or 1.064 lhs./ft.2 
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The minimum and maximum quantit1s of suspension filtered 
were as iited in Table V (Appenu1x B, p.46). From the 

data thus obtained, no generai tren is apparent as to the 

effeet os: inoreasin the Quantity of f iltr aid on the 

quantity of yeast suspe'sion Piltered. 

In runs 139 and 140, tne 10% yeast suspensions 

were prepared by dispersing the yeast in waste sulfite 
liquor instead of water. UsIng an a1fe1fa cake of 1.064 

pounds ncr square foot (0.520 crans per orn.2) and a vacuum 

of 24 inches of the weight oi' yeast suspension filtered 

was found to be 5.027 lb./ft.2 (2.451 gm./crn.2) in 10 mm- 

utes for run 139 and J.110 lbs./ft.2 (3.956 grn./cm.2) in 20 

minutes for run 140. Although no yeast was lost in either 

of these runs, cracking of the alfalfa cakes was observed 

in both cases. The cakes were also f oun to be spongy in 
te'cture due to gas pockets forrntng within the yeast cake. 

in run 140, the yeast cake 1aier f orme variei 
from S to 11 twenty-fourths of an inch in thioknes. The 

Ca<e was covered with water and uhjected to a vacuum of 

22.5 inches of Hg for 5 minutes. Inspection of the cake 

after this washing showed defInite washing out of the 

sulfite liquor through 0.25 inches of the yeast layer. The 

weight of washings collected during this ive mi:te period 
was 0.485 lbs./ft.2 (0.236 gms./cm.2) 

Tnese results with waste sulfite liquor jeast 
sispensi.ons crìrot be cnsjdered s reliable due to the 
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evolution of 32 during the runs. In actual practice the 
sugar content of the suspensions would be greatly reduced 
thus ner1y eliminating the effect of gas evolution on the 
filtration and washing. 

In the iin1 test iaade, using the laboratory 
f1itr, the iorniing of the filter aid cake prov to be the 
biggest prob1e!. Repeated attempts to form the c-ke showed 

that the best cake could be produced by using a thin slurry 
of the filter aid material. ith this netho only a thin 
layer of the cake formed with each revol tion of the drum. 

Any cracks that formed while th oake was still under 

suction but out of the slurry would then be filled on the 
next revolution of the rurn. (akes thus forr'ed were snooth 

and almost c'mpletely free from cracks. A. quantity of 

boiled ground ttem alfalfa meal, s'aller than 150 mesh in 
particle size, suffiolet to form cake one-fourth of an 

inch in thIckness wa used (approximately 0.167 pounds per 
square foot of filter area). 

After drainia the filter 1an of in excess fil- 
ter id slurry the 10 yeast suspension was added to the 
tanc and the actual filtration begun. ihe doctor blade was 

set so that a layer of yeast approdmte1y 1/16th of an Inch 

in thiocness was formed before any yeast was removed from 

the drum. the total running time was 45 mtnutes under 17.0 

inc'.e of 'er-ary vacuum with the drum rotating at 0. 566 

r.p.m. The total run was divided Into three periola of 15 



minute$ each. 

The first period included the timo required to 

form the initial permanent layer of yeast. In addition to 

this 1,645 pounds of moist yeast wore removed by the doctor 

blade. Moist yeast was removed during all of the second 15 

minute period. A total of 2.364 pounds of moist east was 

collected in this second period. No noticeable change in 

the rate of filtration was noted between the first and 

second periods. 
During the lust three minutes of' the third period 

the doctor blade was readjusted first so that the blade re 

moved all of the yeast on the drum leaving the alfalfa layer 

ezposed. It was then changed so that a very thin layer of 

the alfalfa cake was removed with each revolution. Although 

no appreciable difference in filtration rates was noted 

under those two conditions, it was apparent that a consider- 

able larger amount of moist yeast was being collected than 

when a permanent layer of yeast was loft on the drum. At 

the very end of the run the vacuum was increased from 17.0 

to 27.0 inches of' mercury. The increase in the rate of 11- 

tration was estimated to be approximately proportional to 

the increase in the vacuum employed. 

During; the 45 minuto run a total of 11.15 pounds 

of moist yeast cake (23.9 dry yeast by weight) was col- 

lected on the drum having a filter aroa of 2.342 square 



feet. This wa exclusivo of the weight of the moist alfal- 

fa layer of the total cake. Only a trace of yeast was cb 

served in the filtrate. 

At the completion of the run the filter cloth was 

removed from the drum. The alfalfa layer was separated 

from the cloth very readily leaving the cloth only slightly 

discolored by fine particles of alfalfa. These were re- 

moved with very little difficulty by washing the cloth with 

hot wator. There was no evidence of any of the yeast hav- 

ing reached the filter cloth and in only three or four 

spots wore there any signs of the yeast having penetrated 

into the alfalfa layer. In these spots the penetration was 

ue to small cracks in the alfalfa cake. 
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DATA AJ?LICATION 

Attempts have been made to explain filtration 

data by Poiseullie's law (6, p.30-44; 14, p.117-24; 17, p. 

1654; 25, p.342), by the Gompertz equation (5, p.695-7), 

by such formulas as the Sperry Filtration equation, the 

Ruth equations, and the Lewis equation (6, p.30-44), and by 

the modified Kozeny equation (24, p.783-93). Howev'r, the 

currently acceptei filtration theory predicts a parabolic 

function relating the quantity of filtrate, the time, the 

pressure, and the resistance (15, p.5-7; 24, p.73-93) 

= fOE) 
R (a) 

(See Table VIII, p.49 for nomenclature of symbols employed.) 

This equation assumes that the v±scosity of the filtrate as 

in the equations derived from poiseuill's lavv is constant 

and can be included as a constant in the term, f(P). 

Equation (a) is used in arplying the laboratory 

data to a comparative commercial filtration. 

Since at constant pressure conditIons f(P) be- 

comes a constánt (21, p.323-9), and since the quantity of 

filtrate is proportio«al to the quantity of cake h:flt up, 

equation (a) may be rewritten: 

4Q kP 
(b) 

where Q is the qintity of cake formed. The resistance to 

filtration is variable depending on the initial conditions 



and on the amount of cake depositefl. Expressing the initial 

resistance as equal to a theoretical oake deposit, N, ana 

the cake as formol as Q, equation (b) becornes 

dQ kP 
(o) 

Integrating: 

Q2?2NQ2kPT (d) 

Por two filtrations of equal time hut with the filtration 

carriea on at different présaures, equations (e) and (f) are 

obtained: 

from which: 

1= 

(P2\ - (Q2\2 

2 Z\ - 
'Pi) Q1 

= T2 

Prom the data in Table VI (Appendix P, ,47) N 

(f) 

was found to be 1.138 lbs. caice per square foot. Tbis is 

the resistance to filtration duo to the funnel, f iltr 

papø', and thè alfalfa filter aid cake. 

Using the data obtained during the second 15 nin- 

ute period of the laboratory rotary filter run wben the 

permanent cake also inoludea layer of yeast cake 0.25 con- 

timeters (0.0984 iic}ies) in thickness, an additional 0.667 

lbs. cake per square foot must be added to the constant 

iíitia1 fi1trF.tion resistance. (Table VII, ApDendix , 

p.48). Since no relationship was found betw .. en the rate of 
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filtration and the amount of filter aid cake (p.23), no 

&ttempt wa made to correct the constant resistance term 

for the slight difference in ii1ter aid cake a'nount between 

th two cases under coneideratlon. 

The total constant resistance tern, i, Is thus 

equal to 1.305 lbs. cake pr square foot. 
With the drum rotating at 0.566 r.p.m. and with 

32.1% of the drum's circumference subr .. erge1, the time for 

one revolution was 1.767 minutes of which only 0.567 minutes 

was consumed in the actw1 filtration each revolution. In 

the f iíteen minute period under consideration 2.364 pounds 

of moist yeast were collected from a total fIlter area of 

2.342 square feet. This gives an actual f ormatlon. of 0.119 

pounds of moist cake per square foot per revolution with the 

actual filtration time of 0.567 minutes, 

Increasing the vacuum from 17.0 to 27.0 inches 

of mercury, the oske forntion as calculated. using equation 

(g) as derived from equation (e) 

Q2 * (Qi , 2WQj) ( N N 

was fomd to be 0.186 pounds of moist oak per square foot 

per revo1rtion. The quantity ratio thus obtaine. is 1.563 

as compared to the vacuum ratio 1.588. 

Simi1rly by both Increasing the vacuum frofl 17.0 

to 27.0 inches of mercury and reducing the initial cake 

resistance from 1,805 to 1.138 pounds of mòist cake per 
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square foot as would be accomplished by the complete remov1 

of the yeast cke layer with each rvol tiori, the cake 

formation would be increased to 0.276 pounds pr square 

foot per revolution as calculated from the equation: 

Q2 = /(Q12 ,1 N2 - 2 
(h) 

Por a loo ton per rJay pulp nil? opratin 300 

days per year, Uie possible yeast production would he 

approximately 2500 tons of dry yeast per year or 8.33 tons 
of dry yeast per operating day. The weight of cake that 
would be formed would be 35.3 tons or 70,600 pounds of moist 

yeast (23.6% solids) per day. 

Filter area requirements for a mill of this size 
under the rotary filter conditions calculated above would he 

314 square feet of filterarea based Ofl a 24 hour operating 
day or 942 suare feet offilter area based on an 8 hour 

operating day. !Jowever, this rrkes no allowance for time 

for repairs, cleaning, precoating, etc. of the rotary 
filter. With an allowance of 25Z of the tir for the ebove 

non-productive operations, the filter area requireïents 
would he 419 square feet for a 24 hour operating day or 
1256 square feet for an S hour operating day. 

The process sequence as proposed by oss (19, 

p.12) coul'i be revised using the rotary filter as follows: 
1. Steam stripping to remove S02. 

2. Flash-cooling to fermentation terture. 
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3. Intense aeration and cooling during fermentation. 

4. Single stage centrifugal separation from 1% to 10% 
dry yeast in the suspension. 

5. Rotary vacuum filtration from 10% to 23.6% dry 
yeast in the cake produced. Process accompanied 
by washing. 

6. urn drying from 23.6 to 93% dry yeast product. 

This includes the replacement of three- stage centrifnging 

by single_stage centrifuging followed by vacuum rotary fil- 

tration and a small increase in the drum drying capacity 

re»uirements. 

The yeast suspensions as obtained from the 

fermentation process contain about 1% yeast an have a 

specific gravity of slightly more than 1.0 depending on the 

source of the sulfite liquors. Using these figures the 

volumes and weights of suspensions per ton of dry yeast 
at the iifferent points in the above process would be as 
follows: 

1. Yeast suspension from fermentation tanks: 

Wei#;')ht - 200,000 1hs. per ton of dry yeast. 

Volume - 24,000 gal. per ton of dry yeast. 
2. 10% yeast suspension from centrifuges: 

Weight - 20,000 lbs. per ton of dry yeast. 

Volume - 2,400 gal. per ton of dry yeast. 

3. Yeast-free liquor removed by centrifuges: 

Weight - l80,00 lbs. per ton of dry yeast. 

Volume - 21,600 gal. per ton of dry yeast. 



4. 23,6% yeast cake removed from rotary filters' 

Weight * 8,475 lbs. per ton of dry yeast. 

5. yeast free liquor removed by rotary fiiters 

Weight - 1i525 lbs. per ton of dry yeast. 

Volume - 1,385 sal. per ton of dry yea5t. 

6. 93 yeast cake from irurn dr1rs: 

Weight - 2,150 1hs. per ton of dry yeast. 

7. Water removed from cake by drum driers: 

Weigbt - 6,325 1hs. per ton of dry yeast. 

Volume - 760 gal, per ton of ry yeast. 

ased on the above date, it is estimated that 

the cost of production of 93% dry-yeast cake would be 

$123.76 per ton or 6.19 cents per pound packed in 100 

pound bags. (See A(pendix r for calculations.) 
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C 3NC L133 I ONS 

1. Based on the washing rates study only beet pulp would 

be the best filter aid material of the materials tested as 
demonstrated by the higher flow rates obtained, ease of 

preparation an1 maintaining uniform slurries, and negligible 
foaming tendency. It is also available in quantity in the 

Pacific Northwest. 

2. Ground stem alfalfa meal is not too well fitted to use 

as a filter aid without frther treatment heor use. The 

ease of wetting, foaming tendency, and flow mtes are in- 

ferior to those of beet pulp. It does pive abowt the same 

filter ali cake thlkness per unit wjght of filter aid 
material, however. 

3. Very limited boiling of the ground stem alfalfa meal 

slurries will chance tLe characteristics of tLe round stern 

alfalfa meal SD that lt will compare favorably with beet 

pulp. After boiling, the ground stem alfalfa mcdl is su- 

perior in its ease in maintaining uniform suspensions, equal 

in its negligible foaming tendency, and but slightly infer!- 
or in it. filtration resistance. Boiled ground stem alfal- 

fa meal also has less crumbling tendency when In cake form 

than the beet pulp. For these ressons boiled ground stem 

alfalfa meal filter aid cake was used in the rotary filter 
run. 
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4. Pone meal cannot be cnsic1ered as a possible filter 

aid material because of the ciff'iculty in preparing and 

maintaining uniform suspensions, Its 1imit4 availabil1.ty, 
the crumbling tendency of the cakes formed, nd the smaller 

cake thickness obtained per unit weight of filter aid 

materi1. Current feeds specifications also limit the 

amount o± bone meal present in stock feeds to a maximum 

of 2. 

5. The particle size of the filter aid. materils has a 

large effect on the adaptability of the f1ter aid material. 

Increasing the particle size increases the crumbling tenden- 

o:i of tie cakes for each of the materials testen, The 

initial increase in particle size from 150 mesh also gives 

rise to an Increase in the flow rates obtained. 'urther 

1ncrese in particle size causes a 1ecreas in flow rates. 

This is believed to he due to very fine particles which 

were not removed by tie screening process being forced 

through the cace to clog the filter paper or filter cloth. 

6. Practically no yeast passes through well formed filter 

cakes hut yeast is lost due to cracking or shrinkage of the 
cakes which permits the yeast suspension to by-pass the 

cake. Under identical conitions of filtration cracking 

and shrinkage of the filter aid cakes In onlj part of the 

runs occurred without apparent reason. Moisture content 

of the ground stern alfalfa meal filter aid cake at the 
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time the ful]. vacuum was applied has no determining effect 

as to whether the cake will crack and/or shrink or remain 

intact. 

7. The loss of yeast due to cracking of the cake may be 

practically eliminated when usin the rotary filter by 

building up the filter aid cake slowly using thin filter 

aid suspensions. By this method any cracks that aro formed 

will be filled in with additional filter aid material on 

succeeding revolutions of the drum until the desired cake 

thickness is obtained. 

8. Filtration of yeast suspensions containing loss than 

o% dry yeast by woiht would become more expensive as the 

yeast content of the suspensions is reduced. Filtration 

rates with 1% yeast suspensions were too slow to permit 

filtration of these suspensions commercially. 

9. The yeast cakes obtained by filtration would contain 

approximately 23.6% dry yeast. The cakes could be dried 

further on the rotary filter but this would reduce the 

amount of washing of the cake that could be done on t 

drum. 

10. The variance in the filtration rates due to the dif- 

ferences in individual filter papers, cake conditions, and 

poSsible other unknown variables is greater than the 
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variance In the filtration rate3 due to the amount of fil- 

ter aid material per unit area used so that no generalizing 

8tatement of the effect of the amount of filter aid maten- 

al per unit area on the rate of filtration may be made from 

the data collected. 

11. UsIng the rotary filter the doctor blade should be set 

to remove ail the yeast cake or the yeast cake plus a thin 

layer of the alfalfa cake. The latter method is recorn- 

mended since the doctor blade has a slight tearing action 

on the alfalfa cake so that removal of a thin layer of al- 

falfa with each revolution would be necessary to insure 

complete removal of the yeast cake. Complete removal 

the yeast cake would reduce the initial resistance to fil- 

trat lori. 

12. tjndor the conditions of the filtration on the rotary 

filter during the second fifteen minute period of the test, 

4.04 pounds of moist yeast cake per square foot per hour 

were recovered. Based on calculatIons using the modified 

Poiseuille equation, this could be increased to 6.32 pounds 

of moist yeast per square foot per hour by increasin; the 

vacuum from 17.0 to 27.0 inches of mercury. This could be 

further increased to 9,37 pounds of moist joast cake per 

square foot per hour by removal of the yeast cake layer 

completely with each revolution of the drum. Actual results 

would undoubtedly differ from those calculated values due 
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to the fact that Torula TJtilis yeast cells are smaller than 

Sacchonrycos Cerevisiae yeast cells, and because of any 

"packing factor" interference that might result from the 

change In the vacuum employed. 

13. Applying the latter figures above to a theoretical 

plant operating 300 days per year and producinF: 2500 tons 

of dry yeast per year, the filter area requirements would 

he 419 square feet for a 24 hour operating clay or 1256 

square feet for an 8 hour operating day. These figures 

are based on an allowance of 25 of the available time 

for non-productivo operations; repairs, cleaning, procoat- 

im;, etc. A drum speed of 0.566 r.p.m. with 32.lÇ of the 

filter area submerged was also assumed. 

14. Estimates of the cost of producing fodder yeast in 

the above plant showed a valuo of the moist yeast (93% 

dry yeast) of 123.76 per ton or 6.19 cents per pound 

packed in 100 pound bags. This calculation was rrde on 

the assumption that no yeast was lost in the processing 

and that the original waste sulfite liquor had no value. 
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APPENI)IX A 

Filter Aid Materials: 

Ground Stem Alfalfa Meal: 

Commercial product containing no added ingredients. 

Beet Pulp: 

Guaranteed Analysis 
Crude protein, not less than 6.50% 
Crude fat, not less than 0.25% 
Crude fibre, nt nore than 21.00% 
Ash, not more than 2.00% 
Moisture, not more than 12.00% 
(Composed only of residue of sugar beets and molasses.) 

Bone Meal, "Digesta-Bone": 

Manufactured by Consolidated Chemical Industries Inc. 

Analysis 
Min. of crude protein 
Min. of crude fat 
itrogen-free extract 

Maximum of crude fiber 
Mo is turc 

Free bone phosphate 
Phosphoric acid 

Equiv. to Phosphorus (P) 
Max. Not less than 
of Other calcium compounds 
ash CaO 

EcTuiv. to Calcium (Ca) 
Not less than 

Filter Paper: 

72% 
32% 

14 2 
15% 
42% 

5.00% 
none 
2.00% 
2.00% 
7.00% 

87% 

Reeve Angel, No. 711. 
(Embossed h1te per of extreme raPidity and great 
purity.) 
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Laboratory Botary Vacuum iiter: 

Denver Laboratory Filter: 

Manuíactured by Denver Equipment (to. 

Serial No. N-15729. 

Rotating um Dimensions: 

urn width 18.9 cm. 

Filter area plate width 16.0 cm. 

Number of plates 8 plates 

Length of plates 17.0 cm. 

Diameter of drum 46.0 cm. 

Rate 0.566 r.p.m. 

Filter cloth -- Vjon Style #319 

National Filter cloth Weaving New Haven, 

1'onnecticut. 

ruin surface submerged 32.1% 

Vacuum: 

Adjustment set so that vacuum pp1ication 

extends above liquid level on both entering 

and exit sides of drum. 

Vacuum Pump: 

Manufactured by F. J. Stoes Machine o. 

Serial No. A-15170. 
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Sren Sizes: 

Tyler Standard Screen Scale 

Mesh to Opening 
inch Inches icrons U.SNo. 

150 0.0041 105 144 

loo 0.0058 149 100 

65 0.0082 210 70 

48 0.0116 297 50 

35 0.0164 420 40 

32 0.0195 499 35 

28 0.0232 590 30 

(entrifuge: 

anufactured by 'hirago Surgical and T1ectrica]. (o. 

Type 91. 

Serial No. 652. 

40 
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APPENDIX B 

Table I 

Washing Time for 'i1ter A1 cakes 

Run Filter Aid Size Time Volume - Material Tesh ?tiíin_Sec Liters 

i Bone meal 150 44O8 10.0 

2 none meal 150 45:00 6.1 

3 flone meal 150 45:00 7.5 

4 Bone meal 150 45:00 9.0 

5 Bone meal 150 45:00 7.3 

6 Bone meal 150 45OO 8.4 

7 Alfalfa 150 44:02 10.0 

8 Alfalfa 150 47:23 10.0 

9 Beet pulp 150 18:22 10.0 

10 Beet pulp 150 20:20 10.0 

11 Alfalfa 150 49:45 10.0 

12 Beet pulp 150 16:56 10.0 

13 --none-- --- 3:06 10.0 

14 --none-- --- 3:02 10.0 

15 Beet pulp 100-150 8:42 10.0 

16 Beet pulp 65-100 14:29 10.0 

18 Beet pulp 35-48 21:20 10.0 

19 Beet pulp 100-150 10:37 10.0 

20 Beet pulp 100-150 11:16 10.0 

2]. A1flta 100-150 11:20 10.0 

22 Alfalfa 100-150 13:36 10.0 
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Table I (cont.) 

Etui Pilter Rid Size Time Volume - Miterial Mesh Min-Sec Liters 

23 Alfalfa 65-100 15:12 10.0 

24 Alfalfa 65-100 14:36 10.0 

25 Alfalfa 65-100 16:50 10.0 

26 AlÍalfa 48-65 23:17 10.0 

27 Alfalfa 48-65 18:07 10.0 

28 Alfalfa 48-65 45:00 5.0 

30 Bone meal 10(j-150 14:52 10.0 

31 Bone meal 100-150 19:21 10.0 

32 pone neal 100-150 10:26 10.0 

33 Bone meal 65-100 43:40 5.5 

34 Bone meal 65-100 41:45 5.0 

Note: Filter aid cake density 0.0815 grams per sqwre 
centirnter or 0.167 pounds pr sqwtre foot. 

Vacuum allowed to hui1 up to TnaxiPmm of 
approximately 29 inches of mercury. 

"Volume" includes both filtrate from filter aId 
snspøns1on and washwater. 
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Table II 
Centrifuge C1ibration Data 

Yeast Concentration Volume of Yeast Residue 
Weight cc. 

10.00 7.8 
10.00 7.8 
7.50 5.2 

7.50 5.3 

5.00 3.10 

5.00 2.90 

2.50 1.55 

2.50 1.60 

1.00 0.64 

1.00 0.66 

1.00 0.64 

1.00 0.67 

0.75 0.48 

0.75 0.49 

0.50 0.32 

0.50 0.32 

0.25 0.16 

0.25 (.17 

Notes: Chicago Surgical and Electrical (jo. centrifuge 
type 91, serial number 652. 

15 cc. sample used. Centrifuge allowed to run 
exactly 10 minutes at full power. 

Only those suspersiorìs with iuitial concentra- 
tions of 2.5% or less gave solid residues. 

43 
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Weight of 
Moist yeast 

ems. 

5. 2405 

6. 3277 

6. 0910 

612134 

5.3244 

Table III 

Moisture ontent of Yeast 

Weight of 
ied yeast 

gms. 

1.5647 

1.8718 

1.7825 

1.8415 

1.5715 

Percent 
oisture 
_!'t. % 

70.14 

70.42 

70.74 

70.36 

70.48 

Pero cnt 
'rr,y yeast 

wt. % 

29.86 

29.58 

29.26 

29.64 

29.52 

!otes: Yeast samples weighed in open onicibles. Then 
dried for 18 hours in constant temperature 
oven t 1030 0 

Average moisture content of yeast as purchase 
70.43 moisture -- 29.57 dry yeast. 
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Table IV 

Yeast Losses Using 1% Yeast Suspensions in Apparatus III 

Run Total Time Vol. oÍ iltrtte Yeast (ontent Vacuum 
(Total) of Filtrate - ?in._Sec. cc. Percent In. Hg 

52a 2:30 83.3 0.611 16.0 

54a 5:30 116.0 0.377 16.4 

55a 13:15 167.7 0.059 15.0 

56a 11:05 153.1 0.058 19.1 

58b 8:17 163.7 0.884 14.0 

90 5x55 176.6 0.478 14.0 

60d 1:35 139.5 0.5 15.6 

61e 8:15 165.1 0.288 17.3 

Notes: Filtration using Puchner funnel with filter area 
of 122.6 sqUare oentimeters -- 0.132 square 
feet. 

Yeast content of filtrte for first sample of 
filtrate collected -- about 15 cc. 

(a) Growìì steïì a1fa1fa meal fi1tr aid cake. 
Filter aid particles smaller than 150 mesh. 
ake density 0.0052 granis per square centimeter 

-- 0.0167 pounds per square foot. 

(b) Ground stem alfalfa meal filter aid cake. 
Frtio1e size 100 to 150 mesh. cake density 
as in (a). 

(e) Bone meal filter aid cake. .Prticle size 
less than 150 mesh. Cake density as in (a). 

(ci) Beet pulp filter aid cake. Particle size 
1es than 150 mesh. (ake density as in (a). 

(e) Bone meal filter aid cake. Particle size 
less than 150 mesh. ske density 0.C)246 grams 
per square centimeter -- 0.0501 pounds per 
square foot. 
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Table V 

Varit1ori of Amount oÍ' Suspension Filtered with Time 
and Filter Aid flensity 

Oake Density Filtration Yeast Suspension Filtered 
Time 

Grns./om.2 ibs./ft.2 Minutes gms./crn.2 lbs./±'t.2 

0.130 0.266 5 !&in. 1.78 .65 
Max. 2.00 4.10 

0.260 0.532 5 Min. 1.76 3.61 
Max. 1.96 4.02 

0.390 0.798 5 Min. 1.64 3.36 
Max. 1.74 3.57 

0.520 1.064 5 Min. 1.99 4.08 
Max. 2.22 4.55 

0.130 0.266 10 Min. 2.31 474 
Max. 2.47 5.06 

0.260 0.532 10 Min. 2.64 5.41 
Max. 2.72 5.58 

0.390 0.798 10 Min. ¿.66 5.45 
Max. 2.77 5.68 

0.520 1.064 10 Min. 2.66 5.45 
Max. 3.54 6.85 

0.130 0.266 15 Min. 3.06 6.28 
Max. 3.21 6.58 

u.260 0.532 15 Min. ).50 7.18 
Max. 3.70 7.59 

0.390 0.798 15 Min. 3.36 6.89 
Max. 3.6 6.F9 

0.520 1.064 15 Min. 3.36 6.89 
Max. 3.74 7.66 

0.130 0.266 20 Min. 3.80 7.80 
Max. 4.14 8.50 

0.260 0.532 20 Min. 3.74 7.63 
Max. 4.08 8.39 
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Table V (cont.) 

47 

Oace Density Piltration Yeast Suspension Filtered 
Time 

Gms./cm. lbs../ft.2 Minutes gs./cm.2 lbs/ft.2 

0,390 0.798 20 Min. 3.63 7.45 
Max. 3.78 7.75 

0.520 1.064 20 Min. 3.47 7.11 
Max. 4.29 3.80 

Notes: Filtration carried out at 24.0 inches of mercury 
vacuum. 

Weight of yeast suspension filtered determined 
from the weight of filtrate collected plus the 
increase in weight of te contents of the 
Puchner funnel. 

Table VI 

Resistance to Filtration 

Run Time Vacuum Yeast (ake - 1inutes In. Hg. Lbs./ft. 

82 15 22.0 3.654 

85 J_5 9.0 2.971 

Notes: 122\ /3.654\2 
N 2.97lrI(2.g7l) - l.13R lbs. cake/ft.2 

2 (22_(3.654 
i \2.971 
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Table VII 

Yeast Cake Thickness 

Run Cake Thickness Yeast Suspensior Filtered 
In'hes Grams 

94 22.0/48 133.6 

96 22.5/48 159.4 

4 P 

98 25.0/48 145.4 

108 24.0/48 139.8 

113 22.0/48 142.9 

134 16.0/48 102.4 

(Total) 131.5/48 823.5 

Notes: Cake thickness measured only for those cakes 
in. which the cakes were very even and contained 
no cracks or shrinkage. 

Cake Density 48 a3.5 1 30.4820.100 
131.5 i 38.5 453.6 0.236 

- 6.776 lbs. cake per square foot per Inch 
of cake thickness. 
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Table VIII 

Nomeric la ture 

f(p) function of pressure, P 

k constant 

4) 

N initiai filter aid and filter cloth resistance -- 
in terms of Q 

P = filtration pressure, psi. 

Ç a weight of moist yeast ce deposited per unit 
filter area, lbs./ft. 

a weight of yeast suspension f iltereci per unit 
filter area, lhs./ft.2 

R total filtration resistance, N / Q 

T a filtration time, minutes 
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ECONOMIC ANALY3IS 

An estimate of the cost of operation of a pulp 

mill operating 500 days per year to produce loo tons of 

pulp per day is as follows: 

LkND: 

Ç2500. 

J3UIDfl4GS: 

The cost of the land req,uire1 is estimated at 

Estimating the size of the building required at 

80' x 100' and the cost per square foot of floor area at 

t7.00 per sauare foot (13, p.111), the cost oP 'ftc building 

wouli be: 

TANKS: 

(80) (120) (7) 

67,2OO cost of building. 

The total of the tanks required is based ori the 

assumption that none of the suspension need he kept in the 

tanks in excess of 24 hours aì w!t no tanks lrger than 

101000 gallon cap.city. 

Since a pulp mill of the size assumed above would 

produce 200,000 gallon5 of waste sulfite liquor per dey, 

(p.31) a tot1 of 20 tanks would be required. 
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Tanks of this size made of cypress with two inch 

walls such that a minlmwn of material woild he reuire 

would have radius ep..ial to the height of the tank nd would 

require 1060 board feet of material. 1low1ng 20 additi- 

onal material for tank headroorn, p1tf arm, etc., the cost 

(1, p.136) of 10 tanks of cypress t 42 cents per board 

foot with construction labor costs at 50 of the cost of 

materials and a iaotor of 1.5 to bring these costs up to 

present day levels is then: 

(1060) (1.2) (0.42) (10) (1.50) (1.5) 

= 11,960 cost of tanks installed. 

CENTEI?UGBS: 

entrifu costs for seìarating peneclilin broth 

is listed at 20.50 per gallon per hour capacity (7, p.123). 

Assuming this figure to apply to the centrifuging of yeast 

suspensions and allowing 20% spare time for repair, olean- 

ing, etc,, the centrifuge cost would be: 

(24000) (8.33) (1.2)/(24) 

100,000 cost of centrIfuges. 

OLIVER ROTARY FILTER: 

Rotary filter costs are estimated at j21 per 

square foot of filter area plus a 25 increase to bring 

the cost to current levels, and add±nt an aditiona1 30% 

to include the motor cost (1, p.132), a rotary filter 
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having 419 uare feet of filter aree would cost: 
(419) (21) (1.25) (1.30) 

143O0 cost of rotary filter. 

dRUM DRIER: 

Perry (17, p.14g9) stetes that the drying rates 
for arum driers vary from 2 to 8 pounds of water per hour 

52 

per square foot of surface depending on the characteristics 
of 1mo material and the mOisture content, hither rates 
being obtained with iateri*1s o! higher moisture content. 
using a rate of 5 pounds of water per square foot per hour 

as the capacity of the drier ad allowing 25 of the avail- 
b1e tine for repair, cleaning, etc., the cost of the 

drier at 6O per square foot of drum area (2, p.102) would 

be: 

(6325) (8.33) (60)/(0.75) (5) 

= 35,10O cost of drum driers 

AGOESSORIES, INSTALMTION COSTS, & INCIDENTAL EQUIPNT: 

stimat1rig the thetallation cost of the above 

equiprent at 25' of the cost of th equipment plus ad 
addittonal 20 to corer accessories (23, p.346), and 25 

for such aditiona1 equipment, steun strippers, aerators, 
packaging machines, flash coolers, etc. , as might he 

required, these coste would be: 

(228,560) (0.25) 

= 57,14O accessories costs. 
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(228,560) (0.25) 

57,14O incidental equipment cost. 

(228,560) (0.20) 

= 45,700 installation cost. 

MAINTNAN & RAIRS: 

Estimated at 5% of the initial cost of t} 

bididing and equipment: 

(388,540) (0.05) 

l9,427 annual maintenance repair 

cost. 

AMORTIZATION: 

The amortization is based on a ten year period. 

INTERET: 

(391,040)1(10) 

39,l04 annual amortization cost. 

At 5% per annum on the cost of the land, building, 

fl(i eqnipment: 

(391,040) (0.05) 

$19,552 annual interest cost. 

Ii1 b UkAN JtD T: 
At 5 of the cost of the land, building, and 

equipment. 

(391,040) (0.05) 

l9,552 annual insurance and taxes. 
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LhB OR: 

Estimating the labor requirements at 20 men at 

$3500 per year: 

(3500) (20) 

w 7O,0O0 annul labor cost. 

SUPERVISION AND IB0RATORY: 

Estimated at 3 men at 4500 per year: 

(4500) (3) 

= ìl3,500 annual eupervision and 

laboratory personnel cost. 

PACKÀGIN: 

Assuming the packaging cost to be 20 cents per 

hundred pound bag: 

OHEM ICALS: 

(2500) (2000) (0.20)/(l00) (0.93) 

w $10,753 annual packaging cost. 

Peterson (18, p.34) estimates the cost of 

chemicals at i cent per pound of yeast (dry): 

(2500) (2000) (0.01) 

= ;50,000 annual chemicals cost. 

STEAÌ POWER: 

Based on power requirements of' 1700 kwatt hours 

per ton of dry yeast and il tons of steam per ton of dry 

54 
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yeast (19, p.12). With power at 0.7 cents per kilowatt 

hour arid steam at 56 cents per 1000 pounds, these costs 

would be: 

OVERHEAD: 

(1700) (2500) (0.007) 

* $29,750 annual power cost. 

(2500) (II) (2) (0.56) 

30,8O0 annual steam cost. 

Estimated at i' of the annual costs listed above: 

(302,438) (0.10) 

30,244 annual overhead cost. 

YEAST COST: 

From the total of the annual costs listed above, 

332,682, the unit cost of the yeast produced woul'4 he: 

(332,682) (0.93)/(2500) 

$123.76 per ton of yest containing 

7 percent moisture and packed in 10G pound ags, or: 

(123.76) (100)/(2000) 

6.19 cents per pound of yea.t 

containing 7 percent moisture and packed in 100 pound bags. 
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